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The game uses a fighting system similar to that of Bushido Blade. A world was given after the fighting game
started.Characters:Aoi Kirisaki (voiced by Mihiro Iizuka). Aroha's girlfriend. Wakaba's friend.Shinjirou Hanakobu (voiced by
Akiko Yajima). The daughter of a leading wealthy businessman. She is very proud of her father and is sure that she will meet
his expectations in life. However, as soon as she says this, she is shocked to realize that she doesn't yet know what his
expectations are. Wakaba once watched her father and Shinjirou having sex, to which she later reflected that he must have
really liked that girl. She attended a school at Nanba Family University, but she couldn't take the weight of her father's
expectations since she studied so hard to get into the university to please him. Wako wondered about her sister's private life
since her father has never said anything about her. She was the real pawn of her father's ambitions. Her name was actually short
for Wako Nakamura, whom the family was headed to adopt. But since her real mother died, her father has turned his attentions
to Shinjirou to provide a family for her. But it seems like he still hasn't realized his daughter's feelings toward the girl he loved.
After watching the clock with Aoi on the night of her birthday, Wakaba realizes that they have the same birthday but they're 6
months apart. Wakaba figures that if she can get Aoi to fall in love with her, she can easily get her to promise to marry her
father. She knocks Aoi out so she can get to her to get her to promise to marry her father; Wakaba keeps Aoi in a secret room,
where a fated wall can be built, that in reality is just an illusion. When they wake up, Aoi cries for help; Wakaba bluffs,
explaining that it was just a figment of her imagination. Wakaba has one eye gouged out by Keigo in a duel. Kasumi wears a wig
to impersonate Wakaba during their fight with Keigo and Mei (alias of Yukiji). After Wakaba is thrown into a waterfall, she
realizes that Keigo was the one who gouged out her eye in a previous duel and was watching her until she recovered. Later in the
day, Keigo sees Wakaba in her new appearance and assumes that she had married W
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